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do not have known neuropilins, but their genomes do
encode potentially secreted proteins with related CUB
and coagulation factor domains.
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University of Toronto unknown. Invertebrates like C. elegans and Drosphila
have much to offer to our understanding of semaphorin-Toronto M5S 1A8
Canada and plexin-mediated signal transduction mechanisms.
For example, in C. elegans, the semaphorins appear to
have more to do with epithelial cell movements, shape
changes, and adhesions, particularly those affectingSummary
ventral enclosure of the embryo by epidermis and sort-
ing of cells into distinct rays in the male tail, than theySemaphorins and ephrins are axon guidance cues. In
C. elegans, semaphorin-2a/mab-20 and ephrin-4/efn- do with axon guidance (Ginzburg et al., 2002; Roy et al.,
2000). This raises the possibility that there are semapho-4/mab-26 also regulate cell sorting to form distinct
rays in the male tail. Several erf (enhancer of ray fusion) rin-mediated signaling mechanisms that may have a
broader role in morphogenesis than the better-knownmutations were identified in a mab-20 enhancer screen.
Mutants of plexin-2 (plx-2) and unc-129, which encodes functions of semaphorins in axon guidance.
The male tail in C. elegans is characterized by ninean axon guiding TGF-, were also found to be erfs.
Genetic analyses show that plx-2 and mab-20 function distinct, linearly arranged sensory rays visible as finger-
like protrusions on each side of the animal (Figure 1H).in the same pathway, as expected if PLX-2 is a receptor
for MAB-20. Surprisingly, MAB-20 also signals in a Each ray comprises three cells that derive from a com-
mon ray precursor cell (Rn cell where n  1–9) (Figureparallel pathway that requires efn-4. This signal uti-
lizes a non-plexin receptor. The expression of plx-2, 1A). Each Rn cell divides to form Rn.p, a hypodermal
cell, and Rn.a. The Rn.a descendants form a pre-rayefn-4, and unc-129 in subsets of 3-cell sensory ray
clusters likely mediates the ray-specific cell sorting cluster of three lineally related cells that eventually form
two neurons (RnA and RnB) and a structural supportfunctions of the ubiquitously expressed mab-20. We
present a model for the integrated control of TGF-, cell (Rnst), which encases the sensory endings of these
neurons to form an adult ray (Figure 1). Initially, the Rn.asemaphorin, and ephrin signaling in the sorting of cell
clusters into distinct rays in the developing male tail. descendants (3-cell cluster) of one ray contact the Rn.a
descendants destined to form neighboring rays. They
then undergo dynamic shape and position changes thatIntroduction
separate each cluster of three lineally related cells from
neighboring 3-cell clusters to ultimately form the distinctThe semaphorins are a protein superfamily comprising
eight members distinguished by the arrangement of ray sensillae of the adult male. These changes are or-
chestrated by active cellular mechanisms involving spe-known structural and functional domains including a
single approximately 450 residue semaphorin domain. cific cell-cell interactions within and between the 3-cell
clusters destined to form rays (Baird et al., 1991; Em-They were discovered by their ability to affect axon guid-
ance in vivo (Kolodkin et al., 1993) and to cause axon mons and Sternberg, 1997). The final positions of the
adult rays are determined by the site of attachment ofgrowth cone collapse in vitro (Luo et al., 1993). The
invertebrates C. elegans and Drosophila melanogaster the structural support cell Rnst (one of the Rn.a descen-
dants in each cluster) (Figure 1A) to the basal surfacehave few semaphorins. In C. elegans, two genes, smp-1
and smp-2, encode two distinct Sema-1 proteins with of the cuticle in L4 male larvae (Baird et al., 1991).
largely redundant functions (Ginzburg et al., 2002), and In mutants of mab-20, neighboring Rn.a descendants
one gene, mab-20/smp-3, encodes the only Sema-2 (aka for each ray frequently fail to separate from each other,
Sema-2A/MAB-20) in this animal (Baird et al., 1991; Roy resulting in fused rays (as in Figures 1J–1M) (Baird et
et al., 2000). al., 1991; Roy et al., 2000). Mutants of ephrin-4 (efn-4/
The two best-studied transmembrane receptors for mab-26) are known to share a similar male tail phenotype
vertebrate semaphorins are the plexins and the neuropi- with mutants of mab-20 (Chow and Emmons, 1994).
lins (Pasterkamp and Kolodkin, 2003, and references efn-4 encodes an ephrin-related protein that fails to bind
therein). Plexins and neuropilins are able to bind sema- to VAB-1, the only known ephrin receptor in C. elegans
phorins independently; however, neuropilins can func- (Chin-Sang et al., 1999, 2002; Wang et al., 1999). As
tion with no intracellular domain by coupling with plexin shown by the nonadditive ray fusion defects of mab-20
to give specificity to the interaction with certain Sema- and efn-4 null mutants, it was proposed that these two
3 subtypes (Chen et al., 1997). C. elegans and Drosphila genes function in a common pathway to sort the 3-cell
clusters destined to form individual rays (Chow and Em-
mons, 1994; Roy et al., 2000) (also see 3 fusion index*Correspondence: culotti@mshri.on.ca
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Figure 1. Spatio-Temporal Expression of plx-2
Translational Reporter in the Developing Male
Tail
(A) An identical sublineage generates the
three cells of each sensory ray in the male
tail, including two neurons, RnA, a cell death
(X) and RnB, the Rnst structural support cell
for the neurons (cells Rn.aaa, Rn.apa, and
Rn.app, respectively), and a hypodermal cell
(Rn.p).
(B–E) evIs168[plx-2::GFP] translational re-
porter expresses prior and throughout male
tail and ray morphogenesis. Anterior is left
and panels are lateral views except where
noted. The translational reporter labels the
surface of cells, unlike the transcriptional re-
porter, which labels the cytoplasm. (B)
evIs168 expresses in alternating Rn ray pre-
cursor cells of rays 1, 3, 5, and 7 (open arrow-
heads) in L3 larvae prior to sensory ray sort-
ing. A phasmid neuron (Ph) is a reference
point (closed arrowhead). (C) plx-2::GFP con-
tinues to express in a subset of Rn.a descen-
dants (open arrowheads) in the early L4 larval
stage when sensory ray sorting occurs. (D
and E, dorsal view) evIs168 expresses in the
Rnst ray structural support cells. (D) shows
the cell bodies and (E) the outline (closed ar-
rowheads) of an Rnst cell (same animal as
[D]) with no GFP-expressing neuron inside.
(F) Lateral view of surface of male tail by D.I.C.
optics showing the sensory papillae openings
into the cuticle. Rnst cells of rays 3, 5, 6, and
7 express (ray 3 is out of focus).
(G) evIs168 expression is ring-like because
the Rnst support cells encircle the sensory
endings of RnA and RnB and simultaneously
connect to the epidermis.
(H and I) D.I.C. and ram-5::gfp reporter ex-
pression in Rnst cells for rays 1–9 in a wild-
type male tail.
(J–M) D.I.C. and ram-5::gfp reporter expres-
sion in Rnst cells for rays 1–9 in 2 mab-
20(ev574) male tails. In ray fusions, the Rnst
cells from neighboring rays are clearly aggre-
gated (open arrowheads), while Rnst pro-
cesses can be seen extending away from
their aggregated endings (closed arrow-
heads) and can be traced to their cell bodies.
These Rnst endings are probably not fused
(see Supplemental Figure S6 at http://www.
developmentalcell.com/cgi/content/full/6/3/
383/DC1).
in Table 1: lines 13–15 and 22–27). The functional relat- Ferguson and Horvitz, 1989). Therefore, in order to iden-
tify novel semaphorin signaling pathways and noveledness of efn-4 to mab-20 suggests the existence of
crosstalk and a possible ancestral link between ephrin components of known semaphorin signaling pathways,
and to better understand how ephrin and semaphorinand semaphorin signaling mechanisms.
The fact that only mutants of mab-20/sema-2A and signaling are integrated, we undertook a large-scale
screen for mutations that enhance a weak allele of mab-efn-4/mab-26 were identified in large-scale screens for
male ray fusion defects (Baird et al., 1991) suggests that 20. This screen identified mutants of the C. elegans
plexin-2 (plx-2) gene, which encodes a presumed recep-the signaling mechanisms that are regulated by MAB-
20/Sema-2A and EFN-4/MAB-26 are encoded largely tor for Sema-2A/MAB-20, plus mutants of at least six
erf genes (erf-1 to erf-5 plus plx-2) that enhance bothby genes that are either essential for viability or are
redundant. Modifier screens have proven to be espe- the body morphology and male ray fusion defects of
mab-20(bx61ts). unc-129, which encodes a TGF- thatcially useful for revealing such genes (Davies et al., 1999;
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Table 1. Genetic Interactions between plx-2, efn-4, unc-129, and mab-20
Genotype oC R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 R9 2R 3R N
1 wild-type 16 - - - - - - - 1 1 - - 198
2 wild-type 20 - - - - - - - 4 4 - - 214
3 wild-type 25 - - - - - - - 3 3 - - 232
4 mab-20(bx61ts) 16 4 8 50 47 - - 13 5 18 1 - 221
5 mab-20(bx61ts) 20 9 12 48 47 - - 20 1 21 2 - 230
6 mab-20(bx61ts) 25 14 30 78 73 - 1 28 1 28 13 - 198
7 mab-20(bx24) 16 52 81 95 93 - 41 61 7 62 58 17 212
8 mab-20(bx24) 20 62 81 95 93 - 32 53 2 53 53 22 214
9 mab-20(bx24) 25 67 88 96 96 - 39 47 - 47 61 25 212
10 mab-20(ev778ts) 16 35 42 96 93 - 6 63 2 63 17 5 261
11 mab-20(ev778ts) 20 58 85 100 98 - 19 79 5 79 54 19 224
12 mab-20(ev778ts) 25 65 95 99 96 - 45 81 5 81 84 45 217
13 mab-20(ev574) 16 73 92 96 89 1 60 94 3 94 80 39 205
14 mab-20(ev574) 20 75 98 99 96 - 68 96 1 96 93 58 224
15 mab-20(ev574) 25 78 98 100 99 1 63 97 4 97 94 67 200
16 plx-2(ev773) 16 - - - - - - - 1 1 - - 214
17 plx-2(ev773) 20 - - - - - - - 1 1 - - 239
18 plx-2(ev773) 25 - - 1 1 - - - 2 2 - - 231
19 plx-2(ev773); mab-20(ev574) 16 78 97 96 94 - 63 94 - 94 84 43 217
20 plx-2(ev773); mab-20(ev574) 20 78 98 100 98 1 63 93 6 93 92 63 206
21 plx-2(ev773); mab-20(ev574) 25 84 99 99 99 1 67 96 3 96 92 73 210
22 efn-4(bx80) 16 25 90 99 91 - 40 90 5 90 82 33 212
23 efn-4(bx80) 20 30 93 99 96 - 40 95 8 95 89 40 208
24 efn-4(bx80) 25 43 98 99 99 1 43 94 9 94 92 51 204
25 mab-20(ev574); efn-4(bx80) 16 66 92 95 94 - 75 95 2 95 80 36 206
26 mab-20(ev574); efn-4(bx80) 20 81 99 100 99 1 79 98 5 98 97 65 200
27 mab-20(ev574); efn-4(bx80) 25 89 99 100 99 1 75 96 2 96 96 71 206
28 plx-2(ev773); efn-4(bx80) 16 78 95 96 95 1 75 84 9 84 88 48 217
29 plx-2(ev773); efn-4(bx80) 20 77 99 100 99 1 77 84 3 84 95 67 209
30 plx-2(ev773); efn-4(bx80) 25 88 99 100 100 2 82 91 8 91 97 72 207
31 plx-2(ev773); mab-20(ev574); efn-4(bx80) 16 88 97 97 90 - 67 96 3 96 83 39 209
32 plx-2(ev773); mab-20(ev574); efn-4(bx80) 20 86 99 100 97 1 66 99 3 99 97 71 221
33 plx-2(ev773); mab-20(ev574); efn-4(bx80) 25 90 99 100 99 - 68 99 2 99 96 76 208
34 efn-4(e1746) 20 29 90 98 96 1 25 92 8 92 83 29 211
35 plx-2(ev773); efn-4(e1746) 20 39 89 97 96 - 47 96 7 96 84 36 215
36 efn-4(ev697::Tc1cs) 20 - - 9 9 - - 1 5 5 - - 213
37 plx-2(ev773); efn-4(ev697::Tc1cs) 20 3 3 22 22 - - 3 5 8 1 - 231
38 unc-129(ev554) 16 - - - - - - - 2 2 - - 200
39 unc-129(ev554) 20 - - - - - - - 6 6 - - 200
40 unc-129(ev554) 25 - - - - - - - 5 5 - - 227
41 unc-129(ev554); plx-2(ev773) 16 - - - - - - - 4 4 - - 211
42 unc-129(ev554); plx-2(ev773) 20 - - - - - - - 7 7 - - 204
43 unc-129(ev554); plx-2(ev773) 25 - - - - - - - 6 6 - - 200
44 unc-129(ev554); efn-4(bx80) 16 66 95 98 93 - 56 99 4 99 87 39 200
45 unc-129(ev554); efn-4(bx80) 20 68 96 99 94 - 62 98 5 98 94 59 205
46 unc-129(ev554); efn-4(bx80) 25 81 99 100 98 - 60 98 3 98 96 78 200
47 unc-129(ev554); mab-20(ev574) 16 86 99 98 84 - 45 100 1 100 85 45 200
48 unc-129(ev554); mab-20(ev574) 20 92 96 99 98 - 63 99 1 99 93 69 211
49 unc-129(ev554); mab-20(ev574) 25 86 99 100 99 - 60 99 1 99 96 77 207
All genetic backgrounds include him-5(e1490). Rn values represent % rays fused per side of a bilaterally symmetrical male tail. N value
represents the total number of sides counted.
regulates axon guidance in C. elegans (Colavita et al., signaling in the sorting of Rn.a descendants into distinct
rays in C. elegans may have implications for regulating1998), was also found to enhance ray fusion defects of
a mab-20 weak allele. Genetic and phenotypic charac- differential cell adhesions involved in a variety of cell
movements and cell shape changes that occur duringterization of these mutants has begun to reveal hierar-
chical pathways of semaphorin and ephrin function in- animal development.
volved in several aspects of C. elegans morphogenesis.
For example, even though putative null alleles of plx-2 Results
do not cause a male ray fusion phenotype resembling
the mab-20 mutants, genetic interactions between plx-2, Enhancers of mab-20(bx61ts)
mab-20/sema-2A and efn-4/mab-26 encode the C. ele-efn-4, unc-129, and erf mutations have revealed the
existence of redundant mechanisms that regulate the gans homologs of semaphorin-2A (MAB-20/Sema-2A)
and ephrin-4 (EFN-4/MAB-26), respectively (Chin-Sangsignaling of mab-20 and have allowed us to propose a
role (in the context of a functional network) for efn-4, et al., 2002; Roy et al., 2000). In loss-of-function mutants
of these genes, 3-cell clusters of Rn.a descendants des-plx-2, and unc-129 in integrating these pathways. The
integrated regulation of semaphorin, ephrin, and TGF- tined to become individual male rays fail to sort from
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3-cell clusters comprising Rn.a descendants destined exon 2 is used (however, see Gene Summary for plx-2
in Wormbase). plx-2 shares similarities in extracellularto become neighboring rays. This generates ray fusions
(Baird et al., 1991; Chow and Emmons, 1994; Roy et al., domain structure and organization, including a sema-
phorin-like domain, three sequential Met related se-2000), some of which can include as many as five rays.
Some fusions rarely occur; for example, rays 7 to 9 do quence (MRS) motifs, and three sequential IPT domains
characteristic of other plexins (Tamagnone et al., 1999)not fuse with rays 1 to 6, but fusions within these two
groups occur frequently (see Experimental Procedures). (Figure 2B). The intracellular region of PLX-2 contains
a sequence of approximately 463 residues called a Sex-efn-4 and mab-20 were the only two mutant loci identi-
fied in large-scale screens for male abnormalities that Plex (SP) domain that is the most conserved among
plexin sequences (Tamagnone et al., 1999). Unlike C.play a major role in the sorting of 3-cell clusters of ray
precursor cell (Rn cell) descendants into distinct rays elegans PLX-1, which exhibits clear homology to class
A plexins (Fujii et al., 2002), PLX-2 does not show a clear(Baird et al., 1991; Roy et al., 2000). The phenotypic
similarity and nonadditive defects of mab-20 and efn-4 homology to any particular class of plexins.
plx-2(ev775), isolated from the modifier screen as anmutants (Table 1: lines 13–15 and 22–27) demonstrate
that these two genes are used in a common pathway enhancer of the mab-20(bx61ts) male ray fusion defects,
contains an ochre mutation at Q1801 predicted to trun-required for sorting of Rn.a descendants into distinct
rays during male tail morphogenesis (Chow and Em- cate the C terminus of the protein by 25 residues (Figure
2A). We were unable to determine if plx-2(ev775) is amons, 1994; Roy et al., 2000).
To reveal possible redundant mechanisms in the sort- genetic null allele since deficiencies that uncover the
plx-2 region are unavailable. We therefore isolated plx-ing of Rn cell descendants into individual rays, we car-
ried out a large-scale screen for enhancers of the weak- 2(ev738::Tc1); mut-2(r459) by reverse genetics and used
this as the founder strain to generate two deletion allelesest available mab-20 allele bx61ts (Table 1, lines 1–15)
as described in the Experimental Procedures. by spontaneous imprecise Tc1 excision (see Experimen-
tal Procedures and Figure 2A). plx-2(ev774) is deletedFrom among approximately 10,000 mutagenized
and homozygosed mab-20(bx61ts) genomes, 70 puta- for 1910 bps starting at 384 bp downstream from the
translation initiation codon and is predicted to encodetive enhancer mutations for larval body morphology
defects (see Supplemental Figure S1A at http://www. a product with an in-frame deletion of the semaphorin
domain and the first two MRS motifs.developmentalcell.com/cgi /content /full /6 /3 /383/DC1)
were identified. Of these, six enhanced the same spec- plx-2(ev773) is deleted for 2286 bps starting 46 bp
downstream from the initiation codon. The deleted re-trum of ray fusion defects observed in more severely
affected mutants of mab-20 and efn-4. These enhancers gion would normally encode part of the predicted signal
sequence, the semaphorin domain and the first two MRSof the ray fusion phenotype of mab-20(bx61ts) identify
five erf genes: erf-1(ev717) LG IVL, erf-2(ev710) LG IV, motifs. This deletion generates a frame shift and prema-
ture termination 24 residues downstream of the transla-erf-3(ev730) LG III, erf-4(ev719) LG IL, and erf-5(ev718)
tion initiator methionine. The semaphorin and the Sex-LG IIR (Table 2: lines 1–11) plus plx-2(ev775) LG IIR,
Plex (SP) domains have each been shown to be essentialwhich encodes one of two C. elegans plexins (Table 2:
for semaphorin function in vertebrates (Tamagnone etlines 20–23 and 36–39). All the erf genes were mapped
al., 1999), predicting plx-2(ev773) to be a molecular nullto an accuracy of at least five map units. In the process
allele. plx-2(tm729), isolated by the laboratory of S. Mi-of out-crossing and mapping, it was noted that all of
tani (Tokyo Women’s Medical University), is another pre-the enhancer mutations are recessive and that none
dicted null allele deleted for 1661 bps (Figure 2) startingcause significant ray fusion defects when homozygous
at bp 983. plx-2(tm729) also fails to exhibit significantin the absence of a mab-20 mutation.
ray fusion defects as a single mutant.In an attempt to use mutant unc-129(ev554) as a
marker for mapping, we discovered that this mutation
also enhances ray fusion defects of mab-20(bx61ts) (Ta- Mutants of plx-2 Show Epidermal Cell
Arrangement Defects Similar to Thoseble 2: lines 1, 12, and 13). unc-129 encodes a C. elegans
TGF- involved in motor axon guidance (Colavita et al., of mab-20 Mutants
Consistent with mutants of mab-20 (Roy et al., 2000),1998) and is expressed in specific Rn precursor cells
(rays 1, 3, 5, and 7) and in ray neurons derived from plx-2 mutants do not manifest gross defects in the ner-
vous system but appear to play a more prominent rolethese Rn cells (see below and Roy et al., 2000).
in epidermal morphogenesis. The epidermal defects are
much like those described for mutants of mab-20 (RoyA plx-2 Mutation Was Identified as an Enhancer
et al., 2000). These defects include ectopic adhesionsof mab-20(bx61ts)
between dividing seam cells, body morphology defects,plx-2 (K04B12.1 on LGIIR) encodes a divergent member
forked tail spikes, and ventral enclosure defects (seeof the plexin family of proteins that function as receptors
Supplemental Data). All erf, plx-2, and unc-129 muta-for semaphorin signaling in vertebrates and inverte-
tions enhance the body morphology defects of mab-brates (Fujii et al., 2002; Tamagnone et al., 1999; Winberg
20(bx61ts) L1 larvae.et al., 1998). Fujii et al. (2002) also noted the existence
of this gene; however, we determined the entire genomic
DNA sequence of plx-2 and sequenced cDNAs to show mab-20 Sorts Rn.a Descendants into Distinct
Sensory Ray Cell Clusters via Both plx-2-Dependentthat it comprises 15 exons (7593 bp unspliced/5478 bp
spliced) encoding a predicted product of 1825 amino and -Independent Pathways
Similar to the erf mutations, all plx-2 alleles, includingacids (Figure 2), assuming the signal peptide for secre-
tion encoded by exon 1 and not the one encoded by the predicted null plx-2(ev773), fail to manifest the ray
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Table 2. mab-20-Dependent Ray Fusion Enhancement by plx-2 and erf Alleles
Genotype oC R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 R9 2R 3R N
1 mab-20(bx61ts) 25 14 30 78 73 - 1 28 1 28 13 - 198
2 erf-1(ev717) 25 1 1 1 1 - - - 5 5 - - 200
3 erf-1(ev717); mab-20(bx61ts) 25 58 98 99 99 3 59 92 16 93 95 71 193
4 erf-2(ev710) 25 1 1 2 2 - - - 3 3 - - 212
5 erf-2(ev710); mab-20(bx61ts) 25 59 87 97 93 1 8 98 4 99 66 33 227
6 erf-3(ev730) 25 - - - - - - - 7 7 - - 223
7 erf-3(ev730); mab-20(bx61ts) 25 30 71 97 93 - - 69 4 69 48 7 208
8 erf-4(ev718) 25 - - - - - - - 3 3 - - 213
9 erf-4(ev718); mab-20(bx61ts) 25 22 64 87 78 - 7 74 1 74 46 3 219
10 erf-5(ev719) 25 7 7 2 2 - - 1 2 2 - - 227
11 erf-5(ev719); mab-20(bx61ts) 25 23 78 99 93 - - 47 - 47 47 5 230
12 unc-129(ev554) 25 - - - - - - - 5 5 - - 196
13 unc-129(ev554); mab-20(bx61ts) 25 16 62 98 93 - - 47 - 47 47 5 230
14 mab-20(ev574) 16 73 92 96 89 1 60 94 3 94 80 39 205
15 mab-20(ev574) 20 75 98 99 96 - 68 96 1 96 93 58 224
16 mab-20(ev574) 25 78 98 100 99 1 63 97 4 97 94 67 200
17 erf-1(ev717); mab-20(ev574) 16 83 95 97 86 - 60 100 3 100 74 31 209
18 erf-1(ev717); mab-20(ev574) 20 89 97 100 96 1 70 99 7 99 96 61 200
19 erf-1(ev717); mab-20(ev574) 25 96 100 100 97 - 73 99 3 99 97 73 215
20 mab-20(bx61ts) 20 9 12 48 47 - - 20 1 21 2 - 230
21 mab-20(bx24) 20 62 81 95 93 - 32 53 2 53 53 22 214
22 mab-20(ev778ts) 20 58 85 100 98 - 19 79 5 79 54 19 224
23 mab-20(ev574) 20 75 98 99 96 - 68 96 1 96 93 58 224
24 plx-2(ev738::Tc1) 20 - - - - - - - 4 4 - - 260
25 plx-2(ev738::Tc1); mab-20(bx61ts) 20 4 14 74 69 - - 28 4 33 6 - 226
26 plx-2(ev738::Tc1); mab-20(bx24) 20 78 93 97 95 - 33 47 1 48 48 15 215
27 plx-2(ev738::Tc1); mab-20(ev778ts) 20 76 90 98 93 - 18 91 1 91 56 27 223
28 plx-2(ev773) 20 - - - - - - - 1 1 - - 139
29 plx-2(ev773); mab-20(bx61ts) 20 16 29 74 69 - 1 32 - 32 10 1 279
30 plx-2(ev773); mab-20(bx24) 20 74 90 98 94 - 43 61 2 61 61 21 210
31 plx-2(ev773); mab-20(ev778ts) 20 79 92 99 93 - 40 93 2 93 72 36 225
32 plx-2(ev774) 20 - - - - - - - 2 2 - - 218
33 plx-2(ev774); mab-20(bx61ts) 20 2 16 64 60 - - 25 4 27 11 - 252
34 plx-2(ev774); mab-20(bx24) 20 73 90 98 95 - 39 63 2 63 58 18 224
35 plx-2(ev774); mab-20(ev778ts) 20 64 92 99 94 - 20 93 2 93 68 33 218
36 plx-2(ev775) 20 - - - - - - - 3 3 - - 200
37 plx-2(ev775); mab-20(bx61ts) 20 8 18 80 78 - - 49 1 50 8 - 230
38 plx-2(ev775); mab-20(bx24) 20 80 91 97 97 - 45 64 3 64 61 21 229
39 plx-2(ev775); mab-20(ev778ts) 20 54 85 99 93 - 23 89 1 89 65 29 228
All genetic backgrounds include him-5(e1490). Rn values represent % rays fused per side of a bilaterally symmetrical male tail. N value
represents the total number of sides counted.
fusion defects characteristic of mab-20 or efn-4 mu- efn-4 and plx-2 Together Account for All mab-20-
Dependent Functions Involved in Sorting Rn.atants. We reasoned that if plx-2 encodes a putative re-
ceptor for MAB-20, then any plx-2 hypomorph should Descendants into Distinct Sensory Ray
Cell Clustersbe unable to enhance a mab-20(ev574) null allele. In-
deed, the plx-2(ev773) null does not enhance the fre- efn-4 encodes a divergent GPI-anchored ephrin-related
protein which contains a 22 residue insertion in the con-quency of male ray fusions in the mab-20(ev574) null
allele at any of the growth temperatures tested (16C, served globular binding domain of ephrins (Chin-Sang
et al., 2002). Unlike the other ephrins in C. elegans20C, and 25C) (Table 1: lines 13–21) using the 3R
index of ray fusion events to quantify penetrance (see (EFN-1, -2, -3), EFN-4 appears to signal independently
of VAB-1, the only Eph receptor identified by homologyExperimental Procedures). By contrast, plx-2(ev773)
does enhance the ray fusion defects of weak mab-20 in C. elegans (Chin-Sang et al., 2002; Wang et al., 1999).
No significant binding to VAB-1 was observed by in vitroalleles (Table 2: lines 20–22 and 28–31). This suggests
that plx-2 functions in the same pathway as mab-20 and binding assays (Chin-Sang et al., 2002), and efn-4(bx80);
vab-1(e2027) double null mutants are synergistic embry-is consistent with a ligand-receptor relationship be-
tween MAB-20/Sema-2A and PLX-2. onic lethal, suggesting that efn-4 functions in parallel with
vab-1 for normal embryogenesis (Chin-Sang et al., 2002).Although plx-2 functions in a common pathway with
mab-20, the plx-2(ev773) single null is silent while the As noted previously, efn-4 mutants have phenotypes
more similar to mutants of mab-20 than to mutants ofmab-20(ev574) single null has highly penetrant ray fu-
sion defects. These observations indicate that mab-20 other ephrin encoding genes (efn-1, -2, -3) (Table 1: lines
22–37) or, for that matter, any other known gene (Chin-signals in at least two parallel pathways to sort Rn.a
descendants into separate rays, one that is plx-2 depen- Sang et al., 2002; Roy et al., 2000; Baird et al., 1991).
Both mab-20 and efn-4 are therefore required to sortdent and at least one that acts in parallel with plx-2 and
that we argue below involves efn-4 (Figure 3). Rn.a descendants into distinct 3-cell ray clusters and
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Figure 2. The Genomic and Protein Domain Organization of PLX-2
(A) plx-2 maps to position 23.04 on LGII and encodes 15 exons from the minus strand of cosmid K04B12.1. The molecular lesions of plx-2
alleles are shown and details are described in Results and in Experimental Procedures. Closed boxes represent translated exon sequences.
(B) PLX-2 domain structure within the indicated numbered residues.
(C) Constructs used to make evIs138[plx-2()], evIs168[plx-2::GFP], and evIs136[plx-2::gfp] are shown, and details of their construction are
in the Supplemental Data.
thereby prevent ray fusions (Table 1: lines 1–3, 13–15, However, the plx-2(ev773); efn-4(bx80) double mutant
shows an enhanced ray fusion defect that can accountand 22–24). Using the same rationale described above
for plx-2, we reasoned that if efn-4 functions only in for the total observed activity of Rn.a descendant cell
sorting by mab-20 (Table 1: lines 13–18, 22–24, andthe same pathway as mab-20 for sorting Rn.a descen-
dants into distinct ray clusters, then the null allele of 28–30). In addition, the plx-2(ev773); mab-20(ev574);
efn-4(bx80) triple mutant (Table 1: lines 31–33) showsefn-4 should not enhance the ray fusion defect of the
mab-20 null. The efn-4(bx80); mab-20(ev574) double null the same penetrance of ray fusion defects observed
in the mab-20(ev574) single or the plx-2(ev773); efn-4(bx80)does not appear to be enhanced for ray fusion defects
(see 3R index Table 1: lines 1–3, 13–15, and 22–27), double. These results suggest that plx-2 and efn-4 at
least act in parallel with one another and have no obviousdemonstrating that efn-4 acts in the same pathway as
mab-20 to carry out its function(s) in sensory ray sorting. functions in sensory ray sorting that do not also depend
on mab-20. These results also strongly suggest that theThe inability of efn-4(bx80) and plx-2(ev773) nulls to
enhance the ray fusion defect of mab-20(ev574) null mab-20-dependent mechanism that functions in parallel
with plx-2 (see above) involves efn-4 and the mab-20-shows that efn-4 and plx-2 function in a mab-20 path-
way. The fact that the penetrance of the efn-4(bx80) null dependent mechanism that functions in parallel with
efn-4 (see above) involves plx-2 (Figure 3).is less than that of the mab-20(ev574) null for fusions
of some rays (particularly rays 1 and 6), indicates that
mab-20 functions through or with efn-4 and also through plx-2 Reporters Are Expressed in the Developing
Nervous System and in Cells of Specific Raysa parallel mechanism. The mab-20(ev574); plx-2(ev773)
double mutant results also suggest that mab-20 acts during Sensory Ray Morphogenesis
The genetic data described here indicate that PLX-2through plx-2 and also through a parallel mechanism.
We cannot be certain if these two genetically identified and MAB-20 act in the same pathway, as expected from
the known ligand/receptor relationship of their homo-functions of mab-20 (one in parallel with plx-2 and one
in parallel with efn-4) are one and the same mechanism. logs in other organisms. It was shown previously that
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Figure 3. A Genetically Derived Molecular Model for MAB-20-Dependent Signaling in the Regulation of Sensory Ray Sorting
Vertical bars represent level of pathway output as measured by the penetrance of single and multiple null mutants. plx-2 and efn-4 each
function in the same pathway as mab-20 as indicated by the finding that double null mutants of efn-4 or plx-2 with a mab-20 null are not
enhanced for male ray fusion defects. The equal penetrance of ray fusion defects in certain single and multiple null mutant strains (plx-2;
mab-20; efn-4, mab-20; efn-4, plx-2; efn-4, and mab-20) suggests that plx-2 and efn-4 function account for all mab-20-dependent signaling
involved in sensory ray sorting. Enhancement of the efn-4 null (which has significant male ray fusion defects on its own) by the silent plx-2
null demonstrates that efn-4 has some function that is partially redundant and therefore parallel with plx-2 and some function that is parallel
but nonredundant with plx-2. Two likely ways this could happen are represented in the two panels.
(A) The portion of efn-4 signaling that is redundant with plx-2 (blue part of efn-4 activity redundant with green plx-2 activity) represents a
threshold of efn-4 and mab-20 function that is revealed in a plx-2 null mutant when overall mab-20 plus efn-4 function drops below a certain level.
(B) The plx-2 redundant [efn-4(plx-2R)] portion (blue) of mab-20-dependent efn-4 signaling could represent one efn-4 pathway in which a novel
protein (Y) or EFN-4 itself might act as a receptor for MAB-20 signaling, while the efn-4(plx-2NR) portion (red) of mab-20-dependent efn-4
signaling could represent another pathway in which yet another novel protein (Z) or EFN-4 itself acts as a receptor for MAB-20 signaling. The
erf-1 and erf-2 genes are redundant with plx-2, suggesting they act in the efn-4(plx-2R) pathway, and they are redundant with each other,
indicating that their functions probably extend into the efn-4(plx-2NR) portion of the mab-20-dependent signaling pathway. The erf genes could
encode receptors (X,Y, and/or Z) for the functions signaled by efn-4 acting in concert with mab-20. The unc-129 gene is partially redundant
with efn-4 and the unc-129; plx-2 double null does not have ray fusions, suggesting that unc-129 acts in the plx-2 portion of mab-20-dependent
signaling pathway.
mab-20 is expressed ubiquitously in C. elegans (Roy et sheath, vulva precursors, and excretory canal (see Sup-
plemental Figures S3 and S5). Of most relevance, ex-al., 2000), yet null mutations in this gene cause the cell-
specific defects described above. To explain these ob- pression of both the transcriptional and translational
reporters occurs throughout a number of stages ofservations, it was predicted that the cell specificity of
mab-20 mutant defects would result from cell-specific sensory ray morphogenesis in the male tail (Figures 1A–
1G). Expression of the plx-2 translational reporterexpression of the MAB-20 receptor or of other compo-
nents in the MAB-20 signaling pathway (Roy et al., 2000). evIs168[plx-2::GFP] is observed during ray morphogen-
esis at the Rn stage in the early L3 larva in R1, 3, 5, andTransgenic animals carrying an integrated array of the
transcriptional reporter evIs136[plx-2::gfp] or the trans- 7 (Figure 1B). This reporter continues to express faintly
in the Rn.a descendents that form rays 1, 3, 5, and 7 oflational reporter evIs168[plx-2::GFP] were analyzed to
further examine this prediction. The transcriptional and late L3 larvae (Figure 1C), which coincides with the pe-
riod during which lineally related Rn.a descendants sorttranslational plx-2 GFP reporters are expressed in the
same cells including several that undergo guided migra- from neighboring Rn.a descendants to form distinct
rays. However, in mid-L4 larvae, expression appearstions during development. The translational reporter
partially rescues the ray fusion defect of plx-2(ev773); restricted to the ray structural cell (Rnst) for rays 3,
5, 6, and 7 (Figures 1D and 1E), and this expressionerf-1(ev717) double mutants (Table 3: lines 1–3 and 7–9).
plx-2 expression occurs predominantly in the nervous continues into the late-L4 larval stage (Figures 1F and
1G). Ray 1 expression of both reporters is undetectablesystem from embryonic to adult stages (see Supplemen-
tal Figures S2, S3, and S4). The onset of plx-2 reporter in late L4 larvae.
In addition to signaling with PLX-2, MAB-20 also sig-expression coincides with the normal timing of out-
growth (e.g., DA and DB) or migration (e.g., CAN) of these nals with EFN-4 to sort Rn.a descendants into separate
3-cell ray clusters (see above and Figure 3). Interestingly,neurons. The expression pattern of the plx-2 reporters is
therefore consistent with a role for MAB-20-mediated EFN-4::GFP is expressed in Rn.a descendants of rays
2, 4, 5, 6, and 7 (Hahn and Emmons, 2003). Using ansignaling through PLX-2 in the patterning of the develop-
ing nervous system (Roy et al., 2000). efn-4::gfp transcriptional reporter, we found expression
becomes restricted to the ray structural support cellSeveral nonneuronal tissues also express evIs136[plx-
2::gfp] and evIs168[plx-2()::GFP] including gonadal (Rnst) for rays 2, 4, 5, 6, and 7 in larvae, but in adult
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Table 3. Genetic Properties of the evIs[plx-2()] Array
Genotype oC R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 R9 2R 3R N
1 plx-2(ev773); erf-1(ev717) 16 11 17 63 58 - - 24 1 24 5 1 238
2 plx-2(ev773); erf-1(ev717) 20 20 28 77 70 - - 46 1 46 7 1 219
3 plx-2(ev773); erf-1(ev717) 25 40 71 97 91 - 2 62 - 62 38 8 218
4 evIs138[plx-2()]; plx-2(ev773); erf-1(ev717) 16 1 4 10 11 - 1 9 1 10 2 - 228
5 evIs138[plx-2()]; plx-2(ev773); erf-1(ev717) 20 2 2 6 5 - 1 7 - 8 1 - 211
6 evIs138[plx-2()]; plx-2(ev773); erf-1(ev717) 25 6 13 21 20 - 3 17 1 18 8 - 204
7 evIs168[plx-2::GFP)]; plx-2(ev773); erf-1(ev717) 16 10 17 47 41 - - 26 1 27 - - 209
8 evIs168[plx-2::GFP)]; plx-2(ev773); erf-1(ev717) 20 13 27 57 46 - - 29 1 29 6 - 200
9 evIs168[plx-2::GFP)]; plx-2(ev773); erf-1(ev717) 25 17 34 77 70 - - 55 - 55 17 - 200
All genetic backgrounds include him-5(e1490). Rn values represent % rays fused per side of a bilaterally symmetrical male tail. N value
represents the total number of sides counted.
males expression is observed in all rays (data not UNC-129 acts in the PLX-2 pathway and not in the EFN-4
pathway (Figure 3). These genetic data are consistentshown). Therefore, plx-2 is expressed in alternating rays
1 and 3 and coexpressed in rays 5, 6, and 7 with EFN-4 with the expression data for UNC-129. While mab-20
and efn-4 express in Rnst cells that appear to be abnor-during sensory ray sorting. The spatio-temporal expres-
sion of plx-2 and efn-4 reporters in a different set of mally fused in mutants of these genes, neural-specific
unc-129 (Colavita et al., 1998) expresses in the Rn cellsrays in the male tail during ray morphogenesis is consis-
tent with genetic data, suggesting that efn-4 and plx-2 and in neuron precursors of the same rays whose Rnst
precursors express plx-2 reporters (rays 1, 3, 5, and 7)act in parallel to sort Rn.a descendants into distinct rays.
The expression of plx-2 reporters in odd-numbered (Roy et al., 2000). This raises the possibility that UNC-
129 made by a given ray neuron precursor could regulateand efn-4 reporters in even-numbered Rnst precursor
cells for rays 1–4 raises the possibility that the Rnst cell the expression or function of plx-2 by the lineally related
Rnst precursor cell present in the same ray precursornormally receives a signal involving MAB-20 and EFN-4
to allow sorting of distinct Rn.a descendant cell clusters cluster. Although our preliminary evidence suggests that
unc-129 mutations do not affect plx-2 transcriptionalor to prevent fusion to neighboring Rnst cells. To deter-
mine if the Rnst structural cells might be fused in the reporter expression in male ray Rnst cells (data not
shown), it is possible that unc-129 affects plx-2 functionmutants, we introduced the wxIs29[ram-5::gfp, rol-
6(su1006)] transcriptional reporter transgene array (Yu et in these cells by other means.
al., 2000) into wild-type, mab-20(ev574), and efn-4(bx80)
mutant animals. In mab-20(ev574) and efn-4(bx80) mu- erf-1 and erf-2 Function Redundantly with plx-2,
and Possibly with Each Other, to Regulate Rn.atants, there appears to be a single structural cell ending
encompassing the fused rays (Figures 1J–1M compared Descendant Cell Sorting into Distinct Rays
Similar to mutations in plx-2, all the erf and unc-129to Figures 1H and 1I), yet this ending emits multiple cell
processes that can be traced back to normally posi- mutations are silent for ray fusion defects as single mu-
tants, and they, like plx-2 mutations, are able to enhancetioned Rnst cell bodies that take part in the ray fusion.
This suggests that in mutants of mab-20 and efn-4, and the ray fusion defects of mab-20(bx61ts) (Table 2: lines
1–13). The erf-1(ev717) mutation does not enhance theby implication in plx-2 doubles that cause a ray fusion
phenotype, the Rnst cells are prevented from sorting by mab-20 null for male ray fusion defects (Table 2: lines
14–19), suggesting that erf-1 acts entirely within thea lack of MAB-20/Sema-2A and EFN-4 signaling to the
structural cell precursors in certain ray clusters. In prin- mab-20 signaling pathway. erf-2 has not been tested in
this respect; however, the erf-1(ev717); erf-2(ev710); plx-ciple, a ray fusion can be caused by either an aggregate
of individual Rnst cell endings or a fusion of these end- 2(ev773) triple has ray fusion defects, but their pene-
trance is less than the mab-20 null (Table 4: lines 22–27),ings. The examination of plx-2::gfp in mab-20(ev574)
demonstrates that the Rnst endings are aggregated consistent with the idea that these three genes act en-
tirely within the mab-20 pathway (Figure 3).rather than fused (see Supplemental Figure 6S).
These results implicate the erf genes in processes
that regulate ray cell sorting. Consistent with this, plx-The UNC-129 TGF- Functions in the MAB-20
Signaling Pathway that Involves PLX-2 2(ev773); erf-1(ev717) and plx-2(ev773); erf-2(ev710)
double mutants generate a synthetic male abnormal (i.e.,The unc-129(ev554) null (silent for ray fusion defects)
enhances the ray fusion defects of an efn-4(bx80) null synMab) phenotype with a ray fusion pattern roughly
similar to mab-20 and efn-4 mutant males (Table 4: lines(especially in rays 1 and 6) to a penetrance equal to
the mab-20(ev574) null (Table 1: lines 22–24, 38–40, 1–15). A plx-2() transgene array, evIs138[plx-2()], al-
most completely rescues this synMab phenotype (fusedand 44–46) much the same way a plx-2 null (also silent
for ray fusion defects) enhances the efn-4(bx80) null rays) in the plx-2(ev773); erf-1(ev717) double mutant (Ta-
ble 3: lines 1–6); the partial nature of the rescue may be(Table 1: lines 28–30). By contrast, unc-129(ev554) does
not enhance the mab-20(ev574) null allele for ray fusion related to the dosage of the plx-2() gene in the evIs138
transgene array. We conclude that erf-1(ev717) and erf-defects (Table 1: lines 47–49). However, the unc-129
(ev554); plx-2(ev773) double null is also silent for ray 2(ev710) mutations identify signaling pathway compo-
nents that function redundantly, and therefore in parallelfusion defects (Table 1: lines 41–43). This suggests that
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Table 4. Genetic Redundancy and Nonredundancy of plx-2 and erf Gene Function
Genotype C R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 R9 2R 3R N
1 plx-2(ev738::Tc1); erf-1(ev717) 16 1 13 51 44 - - 24 - 24 6 - 218
2 plx-2(ev738::Tc1); erf-1(ev717) 20 2 35 81 71 - - 28 1 29 24 - 204
3 plx-2(ev738::Tc1); erf-1(ev717) 25 2 37 94 87 - - 28 2 28 29 - 201
4 plx-2(ev773); erf-1(ev717) 16 11 17 63 58 - - 24 1 24 5 1 238
5 plx-2(ev773); erf-1(ev717) 20 20 28 77 70 - - 46 1 46 7 1 219
6 plx-2(ev773); erf-1(ev717) 25 40 71 97 91 - 2 62 - 62 38 8 218
7 plx-2(ev774); erf-1(ev717) 16 1 7 45 39 - - 23 4 25 2 - 231
8 plx-2(ev774); erf-1(ev717) 20 6 13 44 37 - - 32 3 34 3 - 217
9 plx-2(ev774); erf-1(ev717) 25 8 38 78 67 - - 51 2 53 21 - 236
10 plx-2(ev775); erf-1(ev717) 16 - - 2 2 - - - 5 5 - - 212
11 plx-2(ev775); erf-1(ev717) 20 - - 4 4 - - - 2 2 - - 218
12 plx-2(ev775); erf-1(ev717) 25 - - 9 9 - - - 5 5 - - 212
13 plx-2(ev773); erf-2(ev710) 16 10 16 53 49 - - 24 - 24 2 - 231
14 plx-2(ev773); erf-2(ev710) 20 18 38 80 75 - - 36 - 36 19 - 220
15 plx-2(ev773); erf-2(ev710) 25 36 62 91 89 - 1 78 1 78 27 1 210
16 erf-1(ev717); mab-20(ev574) 16 83 95 97 86 - 60 100 3 100 74 30 209
17 erf-1(ev717); mab-20(ev574) 20 89 97 100 96 1 70 99 7 99 96 61 200
18 erf-1(ev717); mab-20(ev574) 25 86 100 100 97 - 73 99 3 99 97 68 215
19 erf-1(ev717) erf-2(ev710) 16 - 2 41 39 - - 9 1 10 - - 224
20 erf-1(ev717) erf-2(ev710) 20 7 21 71 64 - - 32 3 33 10 - 230
21 erf-1(ev717) erf-2(ev710) 25 4 35 89 85 - - 51 1 51 28 - 226
22 erf-1(ev717) erf-2(ev710); plx-2(ev773) 16 18 31 76 69 - - 30 2 31 8 - 222
23 erf-1(ev717) erf-2(ev710); plx-2(ev773) 20 30 57 96 87 - - 69 2 69 31 6 226
24 erf-1(ev717) erf-2(ev710); plx-2(ev773) 25 35 71 98 97 - - 78 1 78 43 8 221
25 mab-20(ev574) 16 73 92 96 89 1 60 94 3 94 80 39 205
26 mab-20(ev574) 20 75 98 99 96 - 68 96 1 96 93 58 224
27 mab-20(ev574) 25 78 98 100 99 1 63 97 4 97 94 67 200
All genetic backgrounds include him-5(e1490). Rn values represent % rays fused per side of a bilaterally symmetrical male tail. N value
represents the total number of sides counted.
with plx-2 to sort sensory rays. erf-1 and erf-2 mutations Allele-Specific Intergenic Noncomplementation
Interactions with mab-20(bx61ts)also cause a synMab phenotype when present together
Intergenic noncomplementation occurs when recessiveas a double mutant (Table 4: lines 19–21). Since we do
mutations in two different loci fail to complement onenot know whether erf-1(ev717) or erf-2(ev710) are null
another (i.e., the double heterozygote or “transheterozy-alleles, we cannot yet determine if these genes act re-
gote” exhibits a phenotype). Although in principle muta-dundantly with one another or if they act in series within
tions in genes that act in parallel pathways regulatingthe same functional pathway.
the same process could show intergenic noncomple-
mentation, when it occurs, it usually occurs between
genes that function in the same pathway (Yook et al.,The Only Other Plexin Gene in C. elegans, plx-1,
2001). It is important to keep in mind that intergenicDoes Not Act in the Sema-2A/MAB-20
noncomplementation is rare, even between genes thatSignaling Pathway to Prevent Male Ray Fusions
are in the same pathway. Therefore, the absence of thisMAB-20 acts through two parallel signaling pathways.
phenomenon does not indicate that the two genes beingOne requires PLX-2 (as a receptor for MAB-20) and the
examined do not function in the same pathway.other requires EFN-4. However, it is not clear whether
We tested for intergenic noncomplementation toEFN-4 is a receptor for MAB-20, whether it acts as a
provide additional support for the pathways alreadycofactor or coligand with MAB-20 (signaling through
identified by analysis of double mutants. We analyzed
a yet-to-be-identified receptor), or whether it acts sepa-
double heterozygotes of (1) mab-20(ev574, or ev778ts
rately from MAB-20 but through a common downstream or bx24) with erf-1(ev717), erf-2(ev710), efn-4(bx80), or
component. This raises the possibility that PLX-1, the plx-2(ev773); (2) mab-20(bx61ts) with erf-1(ev717), erf-
only other plexin homolog in C. elegans, is a receptor 2(ev710), efn-4(bx80), and plx-2(ev773); and (3) efn-
for MAB-20 and EFN-4 acting together to sort Rn.a de- 4(bx80) with plx-2(ev773), erf-1(ev717), and erf-2(ev710).
scendants into distinct clusters. However, plx-1 null mu- The only significant intergenic noncomplementation was
tants and plx-1(ev724); plx-2(ev773) and plx-1(nc37); observed for mab-20(bx61ts) with erf-1(ev717), with erf-
plx-2(ev773) double nulls do not have significant ray 2(ev710), and with efn-4(bx80) and for efn-4(bx80) with
fusion defects (data not shown). Therefore, efn-4 proba- erf-2(ev710) (see Supplemental Table S1). The allele-
bly does not act through plx-1 to mediate the plx-2- specific intergenic noncomplementation results support
independent portion of mab-20 signaling (Figure 3). This a common functional genetic pathway for efn-4, erf-1,
predicts that there is at least one novel, functionally and erf-2 signaling independent of plx-2 as predicted
redundant interacting protein or receptor for MAB-20 by the model of Figure 3, based, as described above,
that is not a plexin; obvious candidates other than EFN-4 on analysis of single, double, and triple mutants that
include null alleles of these key genes.include the ERFs.
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Discussion to an ephrin. If EFN-4 is not a receptor for MAB-20, then
obvious candidates for such a receptor are the ERFs or
EFN-4 and PLX-2 Act in Parallel to Promote PLX-1. However, from the genetic and molecular data
MAB-20/Sema-2A Signaling presented by Fujii et al. (2002) and in this paper, we
To our surprise, all the plx-2 alleles, including the pre- have excluded PLX-1 as a candidate receptor for MAB-
dicted plx-2(ev773) null, were silent for the male ray 20 acting in concert with EFN-4.
fusion phenotype, failed to enhance a mab-20 null allele, The finding that plx-2 mutations are silent for ray fu-
but did enhance weak alleles of mab-20. Together, these sion defects while the efn-4 and mab-20 mutants are
data indicate that PLX-2 signals in the same pathway as not, combined with the finding that plx-2 mutations can
Semaphorin-2A/MAB-20 for sensory ray sorting. Since enhance the ray fusion defects of an efn-4 null mutation
plx-2 mutants share epidermal adhesion defects with to the penetrance of a mab-20 null, suggests that
mab-20 mutants, including male ray fusions, ectopic PLX-2 functions redundantly with a portion of the EFN-4-
P cell adhesions generating abnormalities in ventral en- dependent signaling mechanism. A model that takes
closure (R.I., L. Dixon, and J.C., unpublished data), ec- into account this last observation is that efn-4 has two
topic seam cell adhesions, and a forked tail spike defect conceptually separable functions. One works in parallel
in larvae (Roy et al., 2000), PLX-2 is possibly a multipo- but redundantly with plx-2 [named efn-4(plx-2R) in Figure
tent receptor for MAB-20, functioning to regulate adhe- 3B] and the other acts in parallel but nonredundantly
sion, shape changes, and movements (including sen- with plx-2 [named efn-4(plx-2NR) in Figure 3B]. It should,
sory ray cell sorting) of several epidermal cell types however, be noted that the formalistic distinction we
during different stages of development. have made between “plx-2-redundant” [efn-4(plx-2R)]
Since we can show that MAB-20 functions in a PLX- and “plx-2 nonredundant” [efn-4(plx-2NR)] may or may
2-dependent mechanism and also in a parallel EFN-4- not translate into molecularly distinct functions for mab-
dependent mechanism, the question naturally arises as 20-dependent efn-4 signaling. For example, efn-4(plx-
to whether these are the only two mechanisms by which 2NR) activity could simply represent an activity threshold
MAB-20 carries out its functions in sensory ray sorting. above which efn-4 signaling function becomes redun-
Although we cannot rule out the existence of additional dant with plx-2 (as in Figure 3A). However, this consider-
MAB-20-dependent mechanisms in male ray sorting, ation need not change the hierarchical organization of
this seems unlikely for several reasons. Most impor- the proposed functional pathways represented in Figure
tantly, the efn-4; plx-2 double null is enhanced (espe- 3. Furthermore, it raises the possibility that EFN-4, in
cially in rays 1 and 6) to a penetrance of ray fusion concert with MAB-20, could act through not just one
defects that is essentially identical to that observed but possibly two yet unknown receptors [one for efn-
in the mab-20(ev574) null mutant. The enhancement of 4(plx-2NR) and one for efn-4(plx-2R)] (Y and Z in Figure 3B).
efn-4 null by the silent plx-2 null mutant indicates that Precedence for non-plexin receptors include the low-
PLX-2 and EFN-4 function in parallel MAB-20-depen- affinity binding of Sema-4D and Sema-4A, respectively,
dent mechanisms and the fact that the plx-2; efn-4 dou- with CD72, a member of the C-type lectin superfamily,
ble null has a penetrance of ray fusion defects equal to and Tim-2 on activated T cells. Other semaphorin mem-
the mab-20 null shows that all of the MAB-20 functions bers can also bind to a wide variety of coreceptors
involved in sensory ray sorting can be accounted for by that complex with the plexins such as neuropilins, L1,
PLX-2 and EFN-4 function. The penetrance of ray fusion offtrack (otk), and c-MET receptor, but these are unlikely
defects in the plx-2(ev773); mab-20(ev574); efn-4(bx80) to mediate semaphorin signaling in the absence of a
triple null further supports this idea. plexin (Pasterkamp and Kolodkin, 2003).
When examined together, these data clearly indicate Consistent with the dispensable role for plx-2 and
that mab-20 has at least two parallel signaling functions. the presence of redundant (parallel) signaling through
One involves MAB-20 and PLX-2 acting coordinately
another receptor by MAB-20 (acting through or with
[i.e., the plx-2-dependent (plx-2) portion of MAB-20 sig-
EFN-4) in ray cell sorting, we have also observed that
naling in Figure 3: green portion of activity bar] and the
plx-2 is only partially required for mab-20-dependentother involves MAB-20 and EFN-4 acting coordinately
ventral enclosure during embryogenesis and also func-(i.e., the efn-4 portion of EFN-4 signaling in Figure 3:
tions in parallel to efn-4 to effect this process (R.I., L.blue and red activity bar) to mediate sensory ray cell
Dixon, and J.C., unpublished data).sorting. Judging from the severity of defects in mutants,
however, EFN-4 probably carries out the bulk of MAB-
plx-2 and efn-4 May Carry Out Cell-Specific20-dependent signaling involved in sensory ray sorting.
Functions of the Ubiquitously ExpressedBiochemical analyses will likely be required to ascer-
Sema-2A/MAB-20tain whether EFN-4 acts as a receptor for MAB-20 or
The near-ubiquitous expression of mab-20 reportersas a coligand or cofactor (e.g., for signaling through at
throughout development (including an enrichment in allleast one yet-to-be-identified receptor), or whether they
ray precursor cells and their descendants reported byfunction as components of separate mechanisms that
Hahn and Emmons [2003]) indicates a lack of spatio-act through a common downstream component.
temporal control of mab-20 expression by which theFor EFN-4 to act as a receptor for MAB-20, it must
cell and tissue-specific functions for mab-20 signalingbe capable of reverse signaling. While reverse signaling
might be fulfilled (Roy et al., 2000). The ray-specific ex-is well documented for transmembrane ephrins, less is
pression patterns of plx-2 and efn-4 (as determined withknown about reverse signaling by GPI-linked ephrins
reporters) could be sufficient to confer cell specificitylike EFN-4 (Zimmer et al., 2003). Furthermore, there is
no precedent for a semaphorin receptor that is related to MAB-20 signaling in the male tail. Not only are these
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reporters expressed in several cell types that are af- is unknown. The predicted null allele plx-2(ev773) en-
hances mab-20(bx61ts), but not as much as the plx-fected by mutations in mab-20 and efn-4, but the timing
of plx-2 reporter expression in these cells coincides with 2(ev775) point mutation does (Table 2: lines 29 and 37).
This means that MAB-20(bx61) protein is a better poisonthe timing of changes in cell shape, adhesiveness, and
migration patterns that are likely to be coordinated by without PLX-2 protein, but is an even better poison in
the presence of defective PLX-2(ev775) protein. At themab-20, efn-4, and plx-2 (acting in concert with unc-
129 TGF-) to sort sensory rays. very least, this strongly suggests that MAB-20(bx61)
can complex with PLX-2, as expected if PLX-2 were aThe expression of EFN-4 in all three Rn.a descendant
cells for rays 2, 4, 5, 6, and 7 (Hahn and Emmons, 2003) receptor for MAB-20.
and of PLX-2 in Rn.a descendants for rays 1, 3, 5, 6,
and 7 may be informative. efn-4 appears to function plx-2 Functions Redundantly with erf-1 and erf-2
independently of plx-2 and accounts for the bulk of sig- Like plx-2 mutants, all erf mutants examined are es-
naling by mab-20 required for sensory ray sorting, yet sentially silent for male ray fusion defects and also
it can aid in sorting of rays 1–4 by being expressed in enhance mab-20(bx61ts) ray fusion defects, implicating
only rays 2 and 4. This suggests that the function of them in the sorting of male rays. Since efn-4 and plx-2
efn-4 in ray 2 is to prevent fusion with ray 1 (or possibly appear to account for all of the mab-20-dependent
with any other rays), and the function of efn-4 in ray 4 signaling, and erf-1 and erf-2 appear to act in a mab-
is to prevent fusion with ray 3 (or possibly with any other 20-dependent mechanism (Table 2; see Results), we
rays). In the future, it will be interesting to determine (by wondered whether erf-1 and erf-2 function in the PLX-
mosaic analysis or ectopic expression studies) in which 2-dependent or in the EFN-4-dependent MAB-20 signal-
cells expression of efn-4, plx-2, or unc-129 is required ing pathway.
or sufficient to prevent ray fusions. The plx-2(ev773); erf-1(ev717) and plx-2(ev773); erf-
plx-2 and efn-4 reporters are expressed in Rnst cells 2(ev710) double mutants have a synMab phenotype,
of specific rays, raising the possibility that the Rnst cell indicating that these genes act redundantly and there-
fusions account for apparent fusions between the ray fore in parallel with plx-2. The finding that efn-4 also
sensillae. For mutants of mab-21, EM analysis showed acts in parallel and redundantly with plx-2 raises the
that there is one structural cell ending encompassing a distinct possibility that erf-1 and erf-2 act in the EFN-4
fused ray, but whether this ending derives from a single portion of the MAB-20 signaling pathway (Figure 3). erf-2
or multiple Rnst cells was not determined (Chow et al., (and to a lesser extent erf-1) does show some intergenic
1995). Our data indicate that multiple Rnst cells contrib- noncomplementation with efn-4(bx80) further support-
ute to the structural ending encompassing a fused ray ing this idea. However, we cannot readily address by
in mutants of efn-4(bx80). The multiple endings are prob- genetic analyses whether erf-1 and erf-2 also act in
ably aggregated and not fused as revealed by examining the PLX-2 signaling pathway or whether the erfs act
plx-2::gfp-expressing cells in fused rays (see Supple- upstream of mab-20 and efn-4, although the latter
mental Figure 6S). seems unlikely since mutations in genes that act up-
stream and affect efn-4 function are predicted to have
ray fusion defects on their own, as do weak alleles ofmab-20(bx61ts) Encodes a Product that Poisons
efn-4.mab-20 and efn-4 Function
The mab-20(bx61ts) allele used in our enhancer screen
contains a recessive missense mutation (P188L) in the synMab Screens as a Way to Identify Additional
Semaphorin-2A and MAB-26/EFN-4sema domain and likely encodes a partially functional
gene product based on its weak ray fusion phenotype Signaling Components
The erf mutations most likely identify novel genes in-and temperature-sensitivity. Several pieces of evidence
suggest that mab-20(bx61ts) is not a simple hypomorph. volved in semaphorin function. Because the erf muta-
tions are silent, they would not have been isolated inMost importantly, mab-20(bx61ts) heterozygotes are
synthetic enhancers of erf-1, erf-2, and efn-4 heterozy- simple screens for ray fusion or Mab (male abnormal)
phenotypes. Uncovering the synMab redundancy bet-gotes, while heterozygotes of the mab-20(ev574) null
allele do not enhance erf-1, erf-2, or efn-4 mutations (see ween plx-2, efn-4, and the erf genes will not only allow
us to categorize genes into specific pathways, but willSupplemental Table S1). Thus the observed intergenic
noncomplementation of mab-20(bx61ts) with erf-1, erf-2, also allow us to identify additional genes that function
in these pathways. For example, a synMab screen usingand efn-4 mutations does not result from a simple de-
crease in mab-20 activity. a background sensitized by a mutation in erf-1 or plx-2
would help identify additional genes involved in theTwo models for intergenic noncomplementation have
been proposed—the dosage model and the poison allele efn-4 or plx-2 signaling pathways, respectively. The ad-
vantage of a synMab screen is its relative sensitivity.model—and precedents exist for both (Yook et al., 2001).
The synMab phenotype produced by mab-20(bx61ts) Even the weakest alleles of genes downstream of mab-
20 and efn-4 should be readily detectable by causingheterozygotes is not simply a dosage effect, because
if it were, it should mimic the genetics of the mab- ray fusions where there were none previously.
The cloning and characterization of enhancers of20(ev574) null allele (see Supplemental Table S1). The
unusual genetic properties of bx61ts compared to ev574 known mab-20 pathway defective genes should help
elucidate the detailed molecular mechanisms that medi-are therefore more consistent with bx61ts being a poi-
son allele. ate semaphorin signaling in the developing epidermis
of C. elegans. These mechanisms may have relevanceHow the mab-20(bx61ts) product functions as a poison
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following the segregation of enhanced ray fusion defects in progenyto different aspects of vertebrate development, includ-
from crosses with the reference triple mutant; m; mab-20(bx61ts);ing the process of axon guidance for which the sema-
him-5(e1490) where m is one of the standard marker mutations forphorins are best known. In fact, it is curious that the
different regions of the genome (see Supplemental Data).
three molecular signaling mechanisms we have found
to be involved in the sorting of 3-cell Rn.a descendants Genomic Clones, DNA Sequencing, and Reporter Constructs
into distinct 3-cell ray clusters (which is a form of epithe- An approximately 14 kb (ApaI/EcoRV) genomic clone of plx-2() in
pBSKS (Stratagene) was derived from cosmid K04B12 to generatelial morphogenesis) are all mechanisms also involved in
pRI.8 (Figure 2C). The pRI.8 insert was sequenced entirely and in-axon guidance. These results coupled with the recent
cludes 4901 bps upstream of the translation initiation codon andfinding that netrin-1 is involved in vertebrate epithelial
1452 bps of predicted 3 untranslated sequence. We also sequencedcell adhesion and morphogenesis (Yebra et al., 2003)
cDNAs provided by Y. Kohara representing 3.20 and 3.22 kb of 3
raises the possibility that many, if not all, known axon terminal mRNA and found that exon 10 was larger than predicted
guidance signaling pathways have a role in epithelial by genefinder since a predicted 57 bp intron was present in the
cDNAs. Plasmid pRI.17F [plx-2()] was constructed by digestingcell movements, adhesions, and shape changes.
an EcoNI site and filling in with Klenow to create a 1 frame shift
17 bp from the beginning of the first base in the start codon of pRI.8Experimental Procedures
causing premature termination at codon 17. The transcriptional and
translational reporter constructs pRI.5[plx-2::gfp] and pZH155[plx-Caenorhabditis elegans Strains and Maintenance
C. elegans Bristol strains were maintained as described previously 2()::GFP], respectively, are shown in Figure 2C, and the procedures
for making these constructs and introducing them into animals are(Brenner, 1974). Phenotypes of mutants used in this study are Dpy
(dumpy), Unc (uncoordinated), Lin (lineage abnormal), Mab (male described in Supplemental Data.
abnormal), Erf (enhancer of ray fusion of mab-20), and Vab (variably
abnormal body morphology). The following mutations and inte- Methods for Quantifying Male Ray Fusions
grated transgene were used for genetic mapping and interactions: Male tail sensory ray fusion defects were scored by DIC optics,
Linkage Group I (LG I): mab-20(ev574, ev778ts, bx24, bx61ts), wxIs29 and GFP was observed with fluorescence optics (Leica DMRA2
[ram-5::gfp, rol-6(su1006)]; LG II: lin-7(e1413), unc-52(e444), plx- microscope with a GFP filter). The pattern of fusions on the two
2(ev773, ev774, ev775, ev738::Tc1); LG IV: efn-4/mab-26(bx80, sides of the male tail appear to be independent; therefore each side
e1746, ev697cs::Tc1), dpy-9(e12), unc-129(ev554); LG V: him-5(e1490), was counted separately. Ray fusions in mutants of mab-20 and
evIs138[plx-2(); sur-5::gfp]; LG undetermined: evIs136[plx-2::gfp; efn-4 (and enhanced by mutations in plx-2 and the erf genes) gener-
rol-6(su1006)] and evIs168[plx-2::GFP; rol-6(su1006)]. ally, but not always, occur between adjacent rays. The relative fre-
Mutant strains were obtained from our laboratory and the Caeno- quency of pairwise fusions among rays 1 to 9 is 3-4  7-9  1-2 
rhabditis Genetics Center. Unless stated otherwise, worms were 2-3  8-9  4-6 (except in nulls where the last two are switched).
handled and maintained at 20C. Most strains used in this study Rays 6 and 8 are less often fused and ray 5 is rarely if ever fused.
contain him-5(e1490), which produces 30% male progeny by X chro- The relative frequency of triple fusions (2R) among rays 1 to 9
mosome meiotic nondisjunction (Hodgkin, 1988). is: 2-3-4  1-2-3  3-4-6  1-2-3-4  2-3-4-6  1-2-3-4-6  7-8-9.
The 2R index appears to reach nearly complete penetrance for
Mutagenesis and Identification of Enhancer Mutations the putative null alleles of mab-20 and efn-4, making it an insensitive
mab-20(bx61ts) was chosen for enhancer screens because it is the measure for enhancement. We found that the 3R fusion index
weakest allele for ray fusions (Table 1) and body morphology defects is reproducible, generally reflects the 2R fusion index and the
(Roy et al., 2000). mab-20(bx61ts); him-5(e1490) animals were muta- penetrance of individual ray fusions, and provides a more sensitive
genized with 50 mM ethyl methane sulfonate (EMS) as described measure of genetic interactions for the more penetrant alleles and
by Brenner (1974). Approximately 40,000 semi-synchronized F2 em- allele combinations used in these studies. For example, we used
bryos were allowed to hatch overnight at 16C to minimize the pene- the 3R index to verify that the ray sorting process is inherently
trance of the mab-20(bx61ts) body morphology phenotype (Roy et temperature sensitive (Chow and Chan, 1999) (Table1: lines 13–15),
al., 2000) and screened (using a dissecting microscope) as larvae a fact that is masked in the 2R index.
for body morphology defects like those observed previously in mu-
tants of mab-20/sema-2A (for example, see Supplemental Figure
Statistical AnalysisS1A). Homozygous lines were established from survivors, and 15–20
We used a fixed margins comparative trial with a chi-square (2)males from each line were screened again for enhanced sensory
analysis and a Haber correction for improved continuity of distribu-ray fusions using differential interference contrast (D.I.C.) optics.
tion of a binomial comparison (Haber, 1980) to test whether a geneticOnly mutant lines with an enhanced penetrance for the pattern of
interaction occurs between different strains. A 2 	 2 contingencysensory ray fusions observed in mab-20(bx61ts) were retained.
table with one fixed margin was constructed, and the proportionsEnhancer mutations were out-crossed with N2 and him-5(e1490)
of 2R (or when appropriate 3R) ray fusions were compared.at least five times prior to further analyses. The out-crossed en-
To claim no enhancement when comparing two strains (the nullhancer mutant lines were confirmed by reconstructing and analyzing
hypothesis), 2 must 
 0.05. Conversely, genetic interaction is con-the enhancer; mab-20(bx61ts) double mutant line.
sidered to occur if the null hypothesis is not met.
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